
LIBERTY TOWNSHIP BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS 
Minutes of July 7, 2020 

The Liberty Township Board of Zoning Appeals held a meeMng and Public Hearing on July 7, 2020, in the Liberty 
Township AdministraMve Building, 2095 Reynoldsburg-BalMmore Road, BalMmore, Ohio 43105. 

The meeMng and Public Hearing were called to order at 7:00pm by Chairman Bill McNeer. All joined in reciMng 
the Pledge of Allegiance. 
Chairman McNeer asked Secretary Watson to call roll the following members present:  Chairman Bill McNeer, 
Jack Schafer, Dale Jagger, Tom Marsh, David Stone, Zoning Inspector Craig Getz and Secretary Cassie Watson.  
Alternate Sco\ Ha\en was absent. 

Chairman Bill McNeer asked the board to review the previous minutes that Secretary Watson provided. Jack 
Schafer stated one correcMon needed made where David Stone made a moMon to approve from the March 11th 
meeMng should have been February 11th meeMng.  Jack Schafer made a moMon to approve the organizaMonal 
meeMng minutes from the February 11,2020 meeMng. Dave Stone seconded the moMon.  Roll call was taken for 
approval of the minutes.  McNeer – abstain; Schafer – yes; Jagger – yes; Marsh – yes; Stone – yes. 

Chairman McNeer:  Asked the board if they all received copies of the 2020 by-laws.  How we process the 
meeMngs, these are Quadi judicial meeMngs so if anyone appeals the meeMng it goes to the county court of 
appeals. To rule in favor of vote it take 4 out of 5 votes. McNeer wanted to make clear the board will liberate in 
private session, but the vote will be done during public session. McNeer asked Secretary Watson if she had any 
communicaMons on this parMcular variance, she stated just what was sent to the board, the applicants, and their 
neighbors. McNeer asked Does anybody on the any conflict of interest? Jack?  

Jack Schafer:  No 

Chairman McNeer:  Dave? 

David Stone:  No 

Chairman McNeer:  I don’t.  Tom? 

Tom Marsh: No 

Chairman McNeer:  Dale? 

Dale Jagger:  No 

Chairman McNeer asked to swear in the zoning inspector. 

Chairman McNeer: Mr. Getz come forward and be sworn in.  Please raise your right hand.  Do you swear and 
affirm that the tesMmony you are providing is truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth? 

Craig Getz: Yes 

Chairman McNeer: Please state your name: 

Inspector Getz: Craig Getz 

Chairman McNeer: Please state your job. 
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Inspector Getz: Zoning Inspector for Liberty Township 

Chairman McNeer: The property is zoned what ? 

Inspector Getz: Rural ResidenMal 

Chairman McNeer: Rural ResidenMal 

Chairman McNeer: You received the applicaMon? 

Inspector Getz: Yes 

Chairman McNeer: And you explained which secMon and that type of thing to the applicants? 

Inspector Getz: Actually I had a meeMng with the contractor. 

Chairman McNeer: The contractor 

Inspector Getz: But yes 

Chairman McNeer: The contractor themselves? 

Inspector Getz: Yes 

Chairman McNeer: Ok 

Inspector Getz: The contractor applied for the pool permit and the requirement for the fence permit, relayed 
that back to the homeowner and then they emailed forward the variance permit or the variance request. 

McNeer to the applicants: Do you have any quesMons on that? 

Garry Keiffer :No 

Sheryl Keiffer: No 

Chairman McNeer: OK 

Chairpman McNeer: The next step here is we will talk about the the difference requirements we have to meet as 
the Board of Zoning appeals and also the Township uh the variance filed within the 20 days of the Zoning 
Inspector’s decision of the variance required so I think the applicaMon was signed May 28th  signed May 28th,2020 
and the file date was May 29th 2020. It was scheduled, the meeMng was scheduled the hearing fell within the 60 
days, filed May 29th the hearing is being held on today July 7th, so we meet that criteria. On 7.2 (G) it talks about 
newspaper at least 10 days prior to public hearing, no later than June 27th, 2020. When did it appear in the 
Lancaster Eagle Gaze\e? 

Secretary Watson: July 1st, 2020 
Chairman McNeer: So we have a discrepancy there, and that needs to be noted in the minutes. Public noMce to 
the parMes of interest at least 10 days prior mailed  

Secretary Watson: June 29th, 2020 
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Chairman McNeer: They were mailed June29th? 

Secretary Watson: Yes 

Chairman McNeer:  So we are two days short on mailing so make sure that is noted another discrepancy in the 
minutes.  (This is the second discrepancy)  

Chairman McNeer: Who wants to speak on behalf of the party, the applicaMon? 

Garry Keiffer: My wife she has done most of the research. 

Chairman McNeer: Ok. Before anyone talks to us now it is very important that they have to be sworn it. So would 
you please stand so I can swear you in? Do you want to stand back behind there (the podium) that is fine. Raise 
your right hand please? Do you swear up front that the tesMmony you are providing is the truth the whole truth 
and nothing but the truth so help you God? 

Sheryl Keiffer: I do 

Chairman McNeer: Say your name please and your address 

Sheryl Keiffer: Sheryl Keiffer, address is 11832 Snyder Church Rd  

Chairman McNeer: Go ahead and present your variance request? 

Sheryl Keiffer: I’m sorry 

Chairman McNeer: Go ahead and present your variance request? 

Sheryl Keiffer: So we are applying to avoid having a fence uh because of the locaMon of our house. We are at 
least a football field away from each side of our neighbors uh it is not visualized uh from the neighbors property, 
it is down in a swell, uh our pool contractor told us that there are uh different uh municipaliMes that are now 
allowing uh automaMc pool cover to suffice for the pool, the one in parMcular that we are installing stalling can 
hold up to 800 pounds of weight on it um we moved out to the country uh because we didn’t want to be close to 
neighbors and we want to be able to enjoy our view we look at the majesMc poplar creek we provided for you 
um in the paperwork is the um Classified UL Safety Code in the file um there is different documents, from the 
ASTM specificaMon that that gg; you know test the um for certain um um requirements um we have included a 
um drawing that was from our contractor kinda of showing the lay of the land and 

Chairman McNeer: Which document are you referring too? 

Sheryl Keiffer: Um I am sorry? 

Chairman McNeer: Which uh which document are you referring too? 

Sheryl Keiffer: Document D 
Chairman McNeer: Ok 

Sheryl Keiffer: Is the is just the rendering of the house and you can see how the pool sits and it sits in a swell 
behind the house, so there will be in addiMon to the pool cover uh we have a retaining wall up and we plan on 
adding some son scaping on either side uh we have a video security system that also visualizes the pool you 
know to help  keep out any um unwanted um visitors uh Document E is Safety Barrier guidelines for residenMal 
pools from the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission and the Document E I have uh sorta circled the 
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informaMon on the power safety covers. Uh Document F shows um my contractor provided us a example of a uh 
different municipality with the excepMon to their uh Zoning ResoluMon about using safety covers. 

Chairman McNeer: Did he uh say where this uh Document F came from? 

Sheryl Keiffer: Um he did not I know Jackson Township, Grove City has something similar to this? 

Chairman McNeer: Alright. What do they have similar? 

Sheryl Keiffer: Uh that if you have if you have that you can use a lockable device um and it is an excepMon from 
uh from uh fence.  

Chairman McNeer: What kind of uh, What is the size of the pool and the depths? 

Sheryl Keiffer: The pool is 16x40 uh uh the deep end is around six and a half feet deep. 

Chairman McNeer: To um what 

Sheryl Keiffer: it goes from uh about three and a half to about six and half and it has sort of a uh tanning ledge 
that is twelve inches on one end. 

Chairman McNeer: When was or uh Is or was it fully constructed? 

Sheryl Keiffer: Uh it is right in the middle of construcMon. 

Chairman McNeer The uh The Document E I think it is  or uh Document D  

Sheryl Keiffer: Yes 

Chairman McNeer: On the uh, First let me go back to uh the Document F comes from I believe what I could find 
came from the InternaMonal um Building Code .ISPSC- InternaMonal Swimming Pool and Spa Code that is for 
InternaMonal all countries in the world members not necessarily all countries but members. That’s were that 
came from. There is no um at the Federal Level why you can’t find anything dictates fence er uh fences. At the 
State Level there SILENT(solid) to a certain degree, but different Townships have different requirements. 

Sheryl Keiffer: Yes, There all over, I also uh looked online at several and its just state to state it varies greatly and 
then they then they onen rely on whatever municipality want them to do. 

Chairman McNeer: Let me uh show you something here this is from the Consumer US  The Consumer Product 
Safety Commission and this is the Exhibit One uh Cassie and I will let you look at it and uh one for you Mr. Keiffer 
If you go down to where uh where uh it is highlighted about uh half way down it kinda talk talks about the top of 
pool barrier should be at least 48 inches above grade measuring the sides of the barrier that faces away from the 
swimming pool and your Document D it does that variable or the uh the retaining wall that you called it does the 
outset meet that criteria? 

Sheryl Keiffer: Uh huh it certainly does toward the top of the house  and they are sMll grading and it is sMll a work 
in progress uh I would say towards the back of the pool towards the uh creek it would probably only be about 
24inches, um but then again as I was saying we are planning on doing a lot of son scaping, bushes and other 
things. 

Chairman McNeer: I am sorry say that again. 
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Sheryl Keiffer: Um we are planning on doing son scaping to go all along that retaining wall just to uh help with 
privacy and to um would be another obstacle that a child would have to climb over in order to get to the pool. 

Chairman McNeer: The intent of this top of pool barriers 48 inches above grade is that there would be no way 
thee thee slants have to be verMcal they can’t be horizontal and they must be two inches below the fixture so 
nothing can crawl underneath there, no wires for four inches so there is all kind of criteria for the USPS US 
Consumer of Product Safety commission it necessary so a child especially a young child could not get over that. 
And that is some of the challenges that with what you are using. 

Sheryl Keiffer : Yeah I think that thee um municipaliMes that have made the excepMons for the safety cover um I 
don’t think even a son scape I don’t think they deem that necessary so that so were are not worried about slats 
or things that could crawl over because the barrier in all actuality is the safety cover. 

Chairman McNeer: Well um let me show you another thing this is you menMoned thee um Grove City  

Sheryl Keiffer: Yes 

Chairman McNeer: In a Violet Township their code I don’t know if I have a copy there or not.  This is Exhibit Two 
Cassie. Here you go.  This is a secMon, the secMon previous to this In Violet Township you are required to have a 
fence, this secMon talks about if the house serves as the fourth wall of the fence and that is where they require 
the safety cover that you are talking about that’s um ASTM( American Society of TesMng Materials qualifier, they 
sMll require the fence and I am sure probably Grove City has the same type of thing because I have researched 
and tried to find different locales what they what they what they did require and what they didn’t require and I 
couldn’t find anything just strictly pool cover itself.  

Sheryl Keiffer: Yeah Its just difficult to find, we have spent hours trying to find different things and the only 
example I could find really was the one that my contractor provided. Um I do know that he has installed several 
pools in Licking County that they have allowed for the exempMons and they do not have anything but the safety 
cover as well. 

Chairman McNeer: Does anyone in Liberty Township 

Sheryl Keiffer: No it was Licking County 

Chairman McNeer: OK that was an an another township. I have  couple of exhibits here that uh This came out 
June 3rd from Consumer Product Safety Counsel and it talks about recent drownings, here is a copy, if you recall 
you talked about how a pool cover can can be uh subsMtuted that was InternaMonal Code this is the US 
Consumer Product Safety and if you look on the second page the third line down there again talks about the 
includes  layer of protecMon includes a four sided fence with a self closing self latching gate. So the layer of 
protecMon that I am hearing is the pool cover is another layer of protecMon if all these that I am finding have a 
four sided fence self closing/self latching gate and also has to be four feet on the outside so a child cannot lin it. 
The other thing I find disturbing about this on the first page about the fourth paragraph, children younger than 
five years old account for more than 75% of child drownings between 2015 and 2017 which a\ributed to a gap in 
adult supervision. Again the fence plays a big role in that. 

Sheryl Keiffer: The counMes that we are talking about are much more densely populated then we are. There is, 
there is no our neighbors cannot see the pool from their houses, you cannot see the pool from the street. Um I 
myself am a pediatric intensive care nurse so I have cared for children who have drowned in pools and it is not 
something I take lightly nor does my husband who is a firefighter/paramedic.  Um we are not going to install 
anything that we think can result in a death of a child. We have children of our own and uh one day hope to  
have grandchildren and  I would not advocate for this variance if I didn’t think that it was going to be something 
that was very safe and secure. 
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Chairman McNeer: How about the insurance company have you talked with them about this parMcular..? 

Sheryl Keiffer: We thought about it but we didn’t. 

Chairman McNeer: Ok uh  is the liabliMy you think on the townships part if they approve the variance? That may 
be a quesMon you shouldn’t answer. 

Sheryl Keiffer: Yes I don’t feel qualified to answer that. 

Chairman McNeer: Its just a concern I have. 

Sheryl Keiffer: Yes. Absolutely 

Chairman McNeer: I mean if we go against what the township has.  

Sheryl Keiffer: Sure. I don’t know if there is an ability to do a waiver on our part, freeing the township of any sort  
of liability. 

Tom Marsh : So I have a quesMon 

Chairman McNeer: Go ahead Tom 

Tom Marsh: so on this picture it shows a fence off to this side of the house 

Sheryl Keiffer: Yes 

Tom Marsh :(poinMng to drawing) does that exist? 

Sheryl Keiffer: Yes that is just um under the guard that keeps the basketballs out of my herb garden. 

Tom Marsh: So how far does it go? 

Sheryl Keiffer: It extends probably twenty feet just the length of the top of the driveway where the basketball 
hoop is and then I just have a li\le garden arch there. 

Tom: M k 

David Stone : I have a quesMon as well. Does this require a sump pump? 

Sheryl Keiffer: It has a sump pump 

Dave Stone: and why is a sump pump necessary? 

Sheryl Keiffer: Uh Because it is a fiberglass pool the sump pump is buried down at the base of the pool to keep 
the if there were flooding to keep the flooding up. 

Dave Stone: So this doesn’t have a risk from sagging from snow and things gathering on it and sagging the top 
down? 
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Sheryl Keiffer: I um I have um not heard that, um I know that the contractor said it will tolerate up to 800 lbs. I 
suppose if there were 800lbs of snow on top it would sag. There was no informaMon of that nature on the pool 
covers website so so I don’t know 

Dave Stone: This is a solid surface so water can’t penetrate it? 

Sheryl Keiffer: No it’s (pause) a canvas, some type of a canvas. 

Swearing in of Garry Keiffer 

Chairman McNeer: You swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth so help you God? 

Garry Keiffer: I do. 

Chairman McNeer: State your name and address 

Garry Keiffer: Garry Keiffer 11832 Synder Church Rd. Northwest. BalMmore, Ohio. 

Garry Keiffer: Um the surface of thee um pool cover does let water penetrate so it does not pool so it won’t sag 
if it has water on it. It made to have; I have seen three people walk across one.  I have seen kids jump on them. It 
does lock and has a keypad you can its going to be on the wall and you have to have the code to even open it up, 
it does have a safety mechanism so if someone is in the pool it will not shut on them, it will not keep them 
below. I know of a couple of our firefighters that I have worked with that have the same covers, they have 
installed those instead of fences, they are different jurisdicMons. Um I have I thought I had something else here. 

Jack Shafer: The the cover would have to be manually closed aner? 

Garry Keiffer: It’s motorized. 

Jack Schafer: huh 

Garry Keiffer: It’s motorized 

Jack Schafer but it has to manually be acMvated to be closed it don’t if nobody is in the pool say there is no 
detecMon of somebody in the pool aner fineen minutes it don’t automaMcally close by itself. Somebody 
physically has to close the cover. 

Garry Keiffer:I did speak with both of my neighbors on each side of us they got their le\ers from you guys 
yesterday and both of them asked if they needed to come say it was okay and they were both in agreement with 
them but that is just hear say it is not admissible or anything like that. But I did check with neighbor on both 
sides of me and across the street. 

Chairman McNeer: What’s behind your house? 

Garry Keiffer: Poplar Creek and then an embankment of above 16 n high and then there is another property  so 
the embankment goes up about 16 n. 

Sheryl Keiffer: And it is all lined with trees, you cannot see their property.  

Chairman McNeer: Only one can speak at a Mme cause Cassie has to throw a list together. You have a quesMon? 

Tom Marsh: No. 
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Chairman McNeer: Well the variance uh the things we have to answer before we can do anything is there 
excepMonal condi- condiMons involving irregular,                    , or other excepMonal, physical uh condiMonal of 
what it should not be granted if it would not be detrimental to the public interest and not intended for the 
purpose of regulaMons so there is an area in there that needs addressed and again it goes back to the is there 
circumstanMal condiMons that is unique to the land or buildings. That sever from other properMes um under 7.2 
B3 where it talks about interest to the neighborhood otherwise detrimental to the public welfare, and 7.2B4 
that’s where you really get into a hairy situaMon cause that condiMon or situaMon of land or building in quesMon 
is not so gentle or so recurring in nature that such condiMon or situaMon should be a made part of this zoning 
resoluMon, in other words are we legislaMng or are we interpreMng, are we serng a precedent and that is one of 
the things we have to be very cauMous about in our deliberaMons. I am out of my quesMons, does anybody else 
have comments. You always get the chance toas as the applicant to make the final remarks, final arguments 
before we close it up, to close the hearing. 

Garry Keiffer: We presented the different regulaMons we across the country, where they have accepted the cover 
a safety mechanism. 

Sheryl Keiffer: And I again just want to draw the line, we are not in the village of BalMmore, we are not in the City 
of Pickerington, we are out in the country, um because certainly if I thought we were in a densely populated 
area, where there would be children running back and forth across my property I um I would certainly 
understand that would be something that would be very concerning to everyone. 
Dave Stone: One more quesMon? Why are you against a fence? 

Sheryl Keiffer: I well I love I am a Gardner and I have very extensive gardens all around my house and one of the 
reasons we chose out here is we love this li\le piece of property it is on a hill we look down on the creek, um I I  I 
really just don’t want it to to block the view. Visually. I know that sounds very pe\y. I would certainly never ever 
value somebody’s safety over a view, however from the things that I have read I feel that what we are doing is 
something that would prevent any drownings. We have mulMple layers of safety, no direct visualizaMon, video 
cameras, sensor on the door if someone were to come into the house and then try and go out to the pool, and 
then the lockable cover itself. Um so those are the main reasons. 

Garry Keiffer: And the cost, where we are spending $10000 on the pool cover and addiMon to $10-12000 on a 
fence. 

Tom Marsh: I have another quesMon What’s it’s life span? 

Garry Keiffer: 8-10 years 

Tom Marsh: Ok and what type of maintenance? is it yearly is it?  

Garry Keiffer: there is no maitnevce required on that  

Sheryl Keiffer: Just brushing off the tracks  

Tom Marsh: So who who determines if it is safe a year from now? 

Garry Keiffer: its warranMed for 10 years 

Tom Marsh: Ok but technically, no body comes out every year and says it is sMll working properly and it is safe? 

Garry Keiffer: No there is no regulaMon 
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Tom Marsh and the people that are selling you that didn’t suggest it or anything? 

Garry Keiffer: No 

Jack Schafer: In other words it is len up to the homeowner to determine whether the cover is safe or not aner 
ten years? 

Garry Keiffer: No if it is derogated, I would replace it. Its just like a fence if there was some siding of the fence 
coming off I would replace that. 

Jack Schafer: if it is out in the weather which we get, some years we have had severe snow out here versus 
others, to the natural human eye are you qualified to determine whether the cover is safe or not to support two 
or three people 

Garry Keiffer: if I climbed on top of it. Definitely not 

Jack Schafer: That would be a concern to me its not being inspected for safety say every three years, five years, 
eight years, that would be a concern of mine, as people get older they tend to take things for granted, they said 
it would support three people twelve years from now if nobody is doing an inspecMon on it anyMme other than 
pushing a bu\on and opening a cover, swimming, closing the cover how would you know that it would do the 
job it is suppose to do? 

Garry Keiffer: I have no idea 

Jack Shafer: That would be another concern of mine. I think it would  be a concern of yours as a homeowner 
from a liability standpoint  if say a deer got on it and got in your pool. It could do some damage to your pool 
before it got out of there. 

Garry Keiffer: Right 

Jack Schafer: is the cover tear resistant from an animal in there? 

Garry Keiffer: I haven’t seen deer; I have seen a several dogs on top of them. not deer. But a couple dogs. We 
have some friends who live up in Upper Arlington that have a pre\y good size Great Dane that’s been all over it. 
And then there is this I am just going by the manufacturer what they tell me you know as far as what its 
capabiliMes are.  

Jack Schafer: I understand but if they fell through it lets say eight, nine, ten years down the road maybe fineen a 
dog, a person or any kind of animal they would be in fright mode where they are fighMng for there life to get out. 
That would be a concern of mine. The fact that they come out they install it they take your money and it is len up 
to you to insure it is safe. Which with a fence you can visually see if the post rots off or rust at the ground. Where 
as a cover is animal of a different breed this is something new for us. This is the first one that I think we have had 
in the township that I know of I don’t know of any others. I know we have had some indoor pools built in 
buildings, but not outdoor pools with covers. 

Chairman McNeer: Ok, you sMll get the last word 

Garry Keiffer: Well, like I said I am not taking this lightly you guys are worried about my ability and all that type of 
stuff, I don’t have an answer for that , I have not contacted the insurance company I wasn’t going to do that unMl 
the pool is finished cause that is when I am going to have them actually cover the pool. They may have their own 
rules that we have to follow.  Um in order to insure it um but it would be insured I believe the liability would be 
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with that cause that is what the insurance is for. All my kids are trained in CPR, all my kids are very responsible. 
That’s it that’s all I have. I appreciate your consideraMon. 

Chairman McNeer: I have a moMon to close the hearing  

Dave Stone moMon to close the hearing and Jack Schafer seconds the moMon.  

Chairman McNeer: All in favor say  Aye 

All: Aye 

Chairman McNeer: Opposed. A moMon to go into execuMve session 

David Stone: I move a moMon 

Dale: Second 

Chairman McNeer:  I need a Roll Call vote to go into execuMve session 

Secretary Watson:  Schafer  

Jack Schafer - Yes 

Secretary Watson:  Stone 

David Stone:  Yes 

Secretary Watson:  Jagger 

Dale Jagger:  Yes 

Secretary Watson:  Marsh 

Tom Marsh: - Yes 

Secretary Watson:  McNeer 

Chairman McNeer:  Yes. The execuMve session only consists of the member of the board. 

Chairman McNeer: Can I have moMon to come out of execuMve session? 

David Stone makes moMon. 

Dale Jagger: I second 

Chairman McNeer: All in favor say Aye 

All: Aye 

Chairman McNeer: Opposed to come out of ExecuMve Session? I have a moMon on the floor to deny or accept 
the variance? 
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David Stone: I have a moMon that we deny the variance. Based on secMon 7.2 B 4  this is that if we approve this 
variance set a precedent beyond our authority. 

Chairman McNeer: Did you get that moMon Cassie 

Secretary Watson: Yes 

Chairman McNeer: Do I have a second 

Jack Schafer: I’ll second. 

Chairman McNeer: When your ready Cassie you will take a roll call vote. 

Secretary Watson: Stone? 

David Stone: Yes 

Secretary Watson: Schafer?  

Jack Schafer: Yes 

Secretary Watson: Jagger? 

Dale Jagger: Yes 

Secretary Watson: Marsh 
  
Tom Marsh: Yes 

Secretary Watson: McNeer  

Chairman McNeer: Yes. 

Chairman McNeer: The moMon to deny the variance has been, the variance has been rejected, we will have to 
have that paperwork there Cassie to a is that on there the reason to deny the moMon? 

Secretary Watson: Yes can I fill it out 

Chairman McNeer: go ahead take your Mme 

Secretary Watson: Do you want me to fill this part out or is that something you fill out? 

Chairman McNeer: Yes fill it out we have to sign it. 

Chairman McNeer:  Is there any more business? Any more business you know of Cassie? 

Secretary Watson: No 

Chairman McNeer: Move to adjourn the public hearing? 

David Stone:  I move we adjourn. 
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Chairman McNeer:  Dave Stone moves.  Is there a second? 

Tom Marsh:  Second. 

Chairman McNeer:  The meeMng is adjourned. 

Time:  8:47pm. 

__________________________________________  ____________________________________ 
Chairman, Bill McNeer      Secretary, Cassie Watson
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